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Abstract:
This report investigates the difference of the sound produced by liquids at different
temperatures. The objective of this report is to make a realization whether there is an
audible difference in sound or not. Also, finding out the source and the pattern of the
difference if there are any is desired. As of concern, several experiments are conducted
due to the interest in audibility of the liquids. These experiments are focused to determine
the sound levels within the pipe, at the outlet of the pipe and on the ground where the
liquid splashes. Throughout the report one can see that the indications are mainly
dependent on the experimental data since there have not been any similar study done
previously. Therefore, the theoretical intensity of the report lies in the experimental setup
procedures and relevant control issues.
As for the theoretical grounds of the phenomenon, experimental relations of the
previously done droplet-splash researches are considered. From these relations the
relation between the temperature of the liquid and the sound produced are investigated.
Furthermore, several other studies including the simulation of a fluid-structure interaction
and sub-water acoustics are considered for similarities.
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1 Notation
d

Droplet diameter [m]

E

Energy [J]

h

Height [m]

Oh

Ohnesorge Number []

Re

Reynolds Number []

V

Volume of the fluid [m3]

w

Droplet velocity [m/s]

We

Weber Number []

Greek Letters
ȝ

Dynamic viscosity of the fluid [Ns/m2]

U

Density of the fluid [kg/m3]

V

Surface tension [N/m]
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Contact angle [rad]

)

Dissipation per unit mass of the fluid [m2 s-3]

Abbreviations
BTH

Blekinge Institute of Technology

FFT

Fast Fourier Transform

PSD

Power Spectral Density

RMS

Root Mean Square
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2 Introduction
This report deals with the concept of the difference of the sound produced by liquids at different
temperatures. To do so, empirical observations through simple experiments, controlled
experiments at the laboratory of the BTH and theoretical research about the phenomenon are
done respectively. The organization of this report follows the same guide as well.

2.1 Aim and Scope
This report investigates the possibility of an audible difference of sounds generated by liquids at
different temperatures. This phenomenon has been of interest for scientists especially in the
fields of physics, cardiology, fluid mechanics and acoustics. As it will be discussed further later,
it is a complex phenomenon with many unknown parameters and previous studies are mostly still
investigating the phenomenon despite not having similar problem descriptions. Therefore, the
intention of this report is to make some indications instead of reaching to evident conclusions. As
an initial exploration the proposed areas of industrial use are mainly control systems and
explanation of various fluid-solid and fluid-fluid interactions.

2.2 The Method
It has been of interest to observe the difference of sound levels between liquids at different
temperature levels. This study aims to provide the reader enough arguments to clear whether
there is a difference in sound or not. The structure of this report starts with experimentation
continues with the results and supports the results with the previous studies related with this
field. Initially, a simple experimental setup is considered since there is not enough theoretical
argument in this particular area of interest. This setup provided a very common practice that is
mostly done in everyday life. It consists of two cups at an ³DOPRVW´ constant height difference,
one of them having water at a certain temperature to be poured to the other cup. By making
careful use of these equipments it is observed that as the temperature difference rises, the sound
difference becomes audible. The importance of being careful in these trials can be defined as the
consistency in the angle of the cup, consistency in the height difference, consistency in the room
temperature, consistency in the temperature of the cups, environmental disturbances and
exactness of the water temperature. Only then, it was possible to realize a meaningful difference
since it was an empirical observation.
Next step was to set up a controlled environment to further investigate the possibility of a sound
difference for liquids at different temperatures. Since the secondary goal of this project was to
identify the source of the sound difference, the setup is organized accordingly. As a preassumption from experience, three main areas of potential sound sources are considered. These
are the flow inside the pipe, the flow at the end of the pipe (potential nozzle effect and free flow
on air) and the impingement at the second pot (potential splash). All having different areas of use
in industrial applications, the most dominant sound source is observed and researched further.
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During these experiments, several outcomes regarding the potential sound sources are collected
considering the sensitivity of the experimental setup.
After determining the primary sound source of the setup and the audibility of the sound
difference, a closer look for the splashing phenomenon has been done. During the research made
for the theoretical support of the experimental results, it is seen that liquid-structure and liquidliquid interactions are very delicate studies and carried out at very high levels of scientific
research. Another thing that can be pointed out is that -as far as the author researched- there were
not any previous studies with a similar type of experimental setup besides having none
theoretical study in this field. Therefore, a general overview of splashing phenomena combined
with liquid-structure and liquid-liquid interactions are investigated and the similarities are
pointed out to be able to show that the temperature difference of the liquids can solely affect the
produced sound levels.

2.3 The concept of audibility
To be able to understand the difference between the sound levels produced by the liquids at
GLIIHUHQWWHPSHUDWXUHVWKHFRQFHSWRI³hearing´VKRXOGDWOHDVWURXJKO\EHGLVFXVVHG
The audible frequency interval is between 16 Hz and 20000 Hz while daily speech interval is
approximately between 250-2000 Hz. Sounds with less than 20 Hz are called infrasound and
sounds bigger than 20000 Hz are called ultrasound. And of course, there is ³QRLVH´ which is
defined as the level of sound that disturbs human metabolism. Noise occasionally occurs due to
the overlapping of different frequencies and sound intensities in nature.
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Figure 2.3.1. Typical Human Hearing Range [1]
As some of the experiments required determination only through human ear, the potential
differences of human hearing and a brief classification was necessary. Hearing ability is
measured through audiometer which is used for audiometric tests. In a range of 0-140 dB, if a
person is working 8 hours with a constant exposure to 87 dB or higher is likely to have some
type of hearing loss (acoustic trauma, temporary or permanent hearing loss). Here, the distance
to the source is related with the damage done to the operator. Also, noises higher than 100 dB are
considered harmful and 120 dB is considered as the threshold for pain [2]. This means any
exposure of such noise can also cause some damage.
Another point of concern is the variety of the sensitivity of hearing ability. The most sensitive
frequency range is known to be around 3.5 kHz [1]. Also, the ability to hear high frequencies
degenerates as one gets older. Namely, male individuals older than 50 suffers from disability to
hear more than 15-16 kHz. However, females are not affected as much. To sum up, hearing
ability varies with respect to several parameters for every individual.
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3 Experiments
As mentioned in section 2.1, this report investigates the possibility of an audible difference of
sounds generated by liquids at different temperatures. In order to achieve that goal, experimental
approach is chosen as the primary method since existing studies are also still in the verification
processes. In this section it is intended to explain how the experiments took place and what the
complications were.
During the empirical observations, the liquid was observed through 3 phases; the time till it
leaves the first pot, time at free fall and the splash to the 2 nd pot. From these basic tests, except
very hot temperatures (potentially higher than 90 °C), no difference in sound is found out to be
audible during the first two phases. But the splash seemed to have a difference as it gets colder.
Still, it has been noted that there could have been potential errors considering the speed and the
mass of the fluid.
Considering the goal of the project is to find out if there is a difference in sound of the water at
different temperatures and to find out the source of the difference if applicable; different phases
of the flow had to be considered. Therefore, 3 different setups are decided for experimenting.
These are;
x
x
x

Experimental setup for the internal flow,
Experimental setup for the end of pipe,
Experimental setup for the splash.

Since these 3 phases of the flow are the most obvious ones that generate sound and considering
the applicability of further experimenting 3 setups are chosen as one can observe in section 4.2.
Combining with the control requirements discussed in section 3.2 and the necessity to find the
source of the sound difference, the experimental setups are coordinated as follows.

3.1 The Setup
As mentioned before there have been several experiments due to the need of clarification of the
source of the sound difference. Therefore, there have been 3 different experimental setups whose
equipments were various.
In all 3 setups the common control issues were;
x
x

Temperature of the room was almost fixed at 24 °C. However, it is seen that after use of
hot water at almost 90 C at a small room, the temperature of the room becomes 27 oC.
Temperatures of the water between different trials. These levels are around 13 °C and 85
°C.
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x

x
x
x

x
x
x
x

x

Position of the main container which has the initial mass of water. Height of this
container is kept at 85 cm in order to keep the pressure and velocity of the fluid
consistently same.
Position of the secondary container which collects the water on the ground level.
Amount of water used during experiment. This parameter is kept at 9.5 liters in order to
keep the pressure and velocity of the fluid consistently same.
Position of the metal pipe. From the experience throughout the experiments, the metal
pipe tends to move as the hot water expands in the plastic pipe. It gets heavier and pulls
the entire system backwards. In order to prevent this issue, metal pipe is fixed via
supports and necessary equipment.
Height of the metal pipe from the bottom of the container on the ground was 38 cm.
Time intervals between the heating process of the water to keep the pressure same.
Time intervals between the initialization of the flow, launch of the data collecting
sequence and following data collecting sequences.
Keeping the temperature of the accelerometer at optimum levels. This problem has been
overcome by using a 1 cm piece of porcelain with a cross section which the
accelerometer can be waxed on.
Avoiding sound disturbances including;
- Ventilation of the room,
- Fan of the computer,
- Unexpected disturbances (sounds from other stairs, high level sound from outside),
- Operator related disturbances,
- Micro sounds caused by the furniture and other stuff in the room.

The values above were consistent during the entire experimentation sessions.
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Figure 3.1.1 Schematic illustration of the experimental setup
In order to understand the results better experimental process should be explained in detail. As
seen in Figure 3.1.1 the water is kept in a container at a constant height h from the level of the
metal tube at the end. As explained before this h value is constant for the beginning of each
H[SHULPHQWDO VHTXHQFH 8VLQJ WKH SUHVVXUH GLIIHUHQFH DV H[SODLQHG LQ %HUQRXOOL¶V ODZ [3] the
water is released from the container to the plastic pipe. After a certain level described above the
water is transferred to the metal pipe for the final experimentation. Here, the flow has a laminar
behavior as observed from the experiments. Also, considering the level of height being relatively
low and having any initial forces applied it can be pre-estimated as well.
As the water leaves the metal pipe, first it falls free in the air as a beam of liquid. Then, it hits the
wall of a second container on the ground. This second container has a fixed position and it is
always dry before the experiments. After this initial fluid-structure impingement, the water falls
free to the ground as droplets and creates the dominant splashing sound. Here, an important
parameter is that the water loses its speed as the height difference gets less each second.
Therefore, the liquid-structure interaction gets replaced by the fluid-fluid interaction. Another
factor for this change is the water being collected and rising in the second container.
During these processes the data is collected via accelerometer or microphone depending on the
area of interest. The only difference is the trial of damping the impact at the fluid-structure/fluid
interactions for the end of pipe experiment. Because it is intended to obtain data only from the
end of pipe.
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Figure 3.1.2 Overview of the first part of the experimental setup
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Figure 3.1.3 Experimental setup from another angle
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Figure 3.1.4 Second part of the experimental setup
3.1.1 Equipments
As it can be seen from the pictures above, there have been several equipments to measure the
sound levels in different parts of the setup. Below are the used equipment and some important
specifications of them.
x

The microphone:
- Frequency response 70 - 15000 Hz.
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Figure 3.1.1.1 Microphone Frequency Response Range
x

x
x

x

x

x

x
x

The Accelerometer
- Frequency range: 1 Hz to 10 kHz,
- Mounted resonance frequency: 32 kHz,
Data acquisition device:
Pre-amplifier:
- Signal/noise ratio: >48 dB Mic mode
- Freq. Respose (Mic. mode): 1 dB to -3 dB 60 Hz - 20 kHz
The metal pipe:
- Length: 0.5 m
- Diameter: 10 mm (external)
The plastic pipe:
- 3.42 m
- Diameter: 12 mm (external)
Containers: 15 liters in the beginning and 10 liters on the ground. The one on the ground
LVFKDQJHGSHUWKHH[SHULPHQWV¶UHTXLUHPHQWV,QWKHILUVWH[SHULPHQWVLWZDVSODVWLFWKHQ
a metal bucket is used to observe the effect of material on the sound.
Porcelain piece to absorb the heat transfer.
Thermometer with a temperature range higher than 0-100 oC.

3.1.2 Setup to measure the sound levels of the internal flow at the metal pipe
In order to understand the sound difference which occurs in the pipe, this setup is organized.
Since there have been several trials both for high and low temperature levels, the importance was
to keep the external effects as minimized as possible. The extra consideration for control
purposes in this experiment was as follows;
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x

Position of the accelerometer. Since the interest of the experiment is to observe a
difference rather than finding out the resonance frequency, the intention of controlling the
position of the accelerometer is to have a control of the position considering the mode
shape of the beam. The position is chosen close to the end of the pipe and the
accelerometer is directed to the ground.

Figure 3.1.2.1 Sketch of the experimental setup to measure the sound levels in the metal pipe
As previously explained in this section the water travels along the metal pipe with a laminar
behavior. Therefore, it produces very less disturbance. Still, by making use of the porcelain piece
for heat insulation, the accelerometer collects the data from the system. After that the data
acquisition device is used to implement the data in computer. Then, a computer system with the
commercial software MATLAB is useful to research the behavior of the system using this data.
3.1.3 Setup to measure the sound levels at the end of the metal pipe
Primal goal of this experiment is to understand if the sound level of the water at the end of the
pipe (nozzle) is different between high and low temperature levels of the water. Therefore, there
have been some changes in the controlled parameters and the equipment itself. The controlled
parameters for this secondary experiment are as follows;
x

Position of the secondary container which collects the water on the ground level. Since
the flow is laminar and splashing is unwanted, this position is empirically set to a location
where splashing is almost none. Then, this location is fixed via markers and set same
every time. Use of several absorbers such as sponges are also considered and tried.
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x

However, these trials turned out to be inconvenient due to the levels of splashing the
sound they still caused.
Position of the microphone. Since the effective range of the microphone is 70 Hz ± 15
kHz, the distance of the microphone to the end of the pipe is set to ~10 cm as it is thought
to be the most effective and clean distance to collect audio data.

Figure 3.1.3.1 Sketch of the experimental setup to measure the sound levels at the end of the
metal pipe
As the water leaves the system, it travels in the air until it hits the second container. In this
experiment, the microphone is placed very close to the outlet in order to get the desired sound
from the source. As the microphone collects the data, it is transferred to pre-amplifier in case the
signal levels of the microphone become too low. By looking at the results it is seen that preamplifier is useful. Then, it is transferred to the data acquisition device to be transformed to a
suitable format for computer environment.
3.1.4 Setup to measure water splashing sound levels
In this experiment, the main goal was to keep the flow hitting the same ground with the same
velocity consistently. Therefore, following parameters were specifically controlled in this
experiment;
x

Position of the secondary container which collects the water on the ground level. Since
the flow is laminar and splashing is desired, this position is empirically set to a location
where splashing is most audible. Then, this location is fixed via markers and set same
each time. Since the pressure was not constant and flow character changes during the
experiment, the SPL of splash changes via time as well.
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x

Position of the microphone. Since the effective range of the microphone is 70 Hz ± 15
kHz, the distance of the microphone to the end of the pipe is set to ~30 cm as it is thought
to be the most effective and clean distance to collect audio data.

In this experiment, the microphone is placed very close to the secondary container where the
beam of water hits the wall of container or collected water in the second container. The reason of
this change is simply to get the desired sound from the source and to make a realization of the
dominant sound source. For detailed reasoning check Appendix I where the specifications of the
microphone can be found. The rest of this experiment follows the same procedure with the end
of pipe experiment as shown in Figure 3.1.3.1.
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4. Results
Since there have been three types of experiments done in this report, results are collected
accordingly. In this section only the most valuable results from our experiments and short
comments about the figures can be found. Further discussions and conclusions are made in the
conclusions section. Also, the rest of the results can be found in appendix.
4.1 Results of the Experiment for the Internal Flow Sounds
Below are the results that are obtained from the accelerometer during the internal flow in the
metal pipe.

Figure 4.1.1 Raw signals from the accelerometer. A: A sample from the experiment with water at
16 oC, B: Another sample from the experiment with water at 16 oC, C: A sample from the
experiment with water at 89 oC, D: Another sample from the experiment with water at 89 oC.
During these presentation procedures, it is seen that there should be a fixing at the DC levels of
the signals. This problem has been overcome by making use of blocks and calculating the mean
values for each block to set the mean zero (further observation can be done from the Matlab
codes in the Appendix).
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Figure 4.1.2 Power Spectral Density of the two signals from figure 4.1.1
As it can be seen from the figures signals are very similar independent from the water being hot
or cold. In both Figure 4.1.1 and 4.1.2 the signals are chosen randomly since the similarities are
constant in all internal flow signals as a pattern. Furthermore, these signals have very little
difference with the signal obtained from the empty tube (no disturbance).
4.2 Results of the Experiment for the Sound at the End of Pipe
Below are the results that are obtained from the microphone during the flow exhaustion at the
end of the metal pipe.
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Figure 4.2.1 Raw signals from the experiments for different water temperature levels. P:
Experiment with water at 16 oC, Q: Experiment with water at 89 oC.

Figure 4.2.2 Raw signals from the experiments for different water temperature levels (zoomed).
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Figure 4.2.3 Voltage signal obtained from the empty signal

Figure 4.2.4 PSD of the Voltage signal obtained from the empty pipe
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Just by looking at the figures one can claim that there is an obvious difference in the generated
sound at the end of the pipe between different temperatures of the water. However, during the
experiments it is seen that despite having a difference, the source of the difference is not the
sound generated at the end of the pipe or free flow in the air. As a result of the unavoidable
disturbances at the second container where the fluid-structure/fluid interactions occur, a valid
estimation cannot be done from these experiments. Despite the fact that the represented figures
are very typical results of these experiments, it does not mean that they are showing what is
intended to be represented.
4.3 Results of the Experiment for the Splashing Sound
Below are the results that are obtained from the microphone during the water splash at the metal
container on the ground.

Figure 4.3.1 Raw signals from the experiments for different water temperature levels. A:
Experiment with water at 16 oC, B: Experiment with water at 41 oC, C: Experiment with water at
52 oC, D: Experiment with water at 89 oC, E: Control experiment without water.
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Figure 4.3.2 Power Spectral Densities for experiments at different temperature levels. A:
Experiment with water at 16 oC, B: Experiment with water at 41 oC, C: Experiment with water at
52 oC, D: Experiment with water at 89 oC, E: Control experiment without water.
Considering the first peaks in the figure 4.3.2 we obtain following results;

Temperature [C]
Frequency [Hz]
Magnitude [dB]

89
298.3871
43.7500

52
266.1290
25.6944

41
298.3871
25.6944

16
313.3641
23.4375

N/A
313.3641
24.2424

Figure 4.3.3 Values obtained from Figure 4.3.2 by using ginput function
By looking at the figures and tables above in this section, it can be said that the sensitivity of the
microphone plays an important role for lower frequencies. Despite the fact that the difference
with temperature change is obvious in raw signals, it is not at clear for the PSD. Another thing to
be mentioned is the second container being metal makes a visible change in the experimental
results besides making an explicit change in the audible sound. This pattern of clear difference is
constant in all other experimental results as well. However, besides having a visible difference,
the experiments with a plastic secondary container do not provide as clear understanding in
22

difference as the ones with metal container. This is a result of the damping in the fluid-structure
interaction at the wall of the plastic container especially at hot temperatures.

Figure 4.3.5 Dynamic analysis of the water at 16 oC in frequency domain
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Figure 4.3.5 Dynamic analysis of the water at 89 oC in frequency domain
From figures 4.3.4 and 4.3.5, the mechanics of the system changing from fluid-solid interaction
to fluid-fluid interaction is observable. While the systems with water at temperatures higher than
85 oC shows clear signs of this change, systems with water at around 15 oC do not show any
clear indications of this situation.
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Figure 4.3.6 PSD of the first 5 seconds of a sample from the experiments with water at 16 oC.

Figure 4.3.7 PSD of the seconds 5 to 10 of a sample from the experiments with water at 16 oC.
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Figure 4.3.8 PSD of the seconds 10 to 15 of a sample from the experiments with water at 16 oC.

Figure 4.3.9 PSD of the last 5 seconds of a sample from the experiments with water at 16 oC.
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Figure 4.3.10 PSD of the first 5 seconds of a sample from the experiments with water at 89 oC.

Figure 4.3.11 PSD of the seconds 5 to 10 of a sample from the experiments with water at
89 oC.
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Figure 4.3.12 PSD of the seconds 10 to 15 of a sample from the experiments with water at 89 oC.

Figure 4.3.13 PSD of the last 5 seconds of a sample from the experiments with water at 89 oC.
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From the figures 4.3.6 to 4.3.13 one can agree with the idea mentioned previously. While the
change in the type of interaction changes, it is observable in the experiment with 16 oC.
However, same pattern cannot be found in the hot water experiment.

Figure 4.3.14 RMS values of the raw time signal for different temperature values.
The values in figure 4.4.5 show that there is an indication in difference so that it goes down as
the temperature gets higher. However, it cannot be said that the decrease follows a proportional
pattern.
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5. Theory
In order to understand the phenomenon with theory, the mechanics of the experimental process
should be understood in detail. In the experiments, first the water at a specific temperature rests
at the first container. The environmental disturbances are not audible or detectable by human
senses except the fan of the laptop and tKHGLVWDQWVRXQGRIWKHURRP¶VYHQWLODWLRQVV\VWHP)URP
)LJXUH  RQH FDQ VHH WKDW WKH ZDWHU JRHV WKURXJK D SODVWLF SLSH DIWHU WKH RSHUDWRU¶V
initialization of the experiment. The movement of the liquid is provided by making use of the
pressure difference between the end of the metal pipe and the water level at the first container.
Still, in the beginning some manual adjustments are made in order to fill the pipes with water.
After the water travels along the pipes, it reaches to the outlet of the metal pipe where the
pressure difference ends and falls free. As mentioned before, the flow is laminar. Therefore, the
water acts as if it is still in the pipe and hits the inner wall of the secondary container almost
without any loss or spray effect in the air. Meanwhile, the container on the ground is fixed due to
the consistency between each experiment.
Until this point, given information covers the mechanics of the liquid for the internal pipe
experiment and end of pipe experiment. In the end of pipe experiment, the intention was to avoid
all types of interactions that could generate audible levels of sound. Yet, in reality the system
was far from optimum and splashing occurred both at the wall and at the bottom of the second
container. From here, splashing phenomenon is going to be researched. However, before
explaining further about the mechanics of splashing, it should be noted that this is a very high
level of scientific research and it still contains many uncontrollable parameters. Furthermore, the
concept of a beam of water hitting a structure or another fluid is not in the area of interest for
scientists since there are not any relevant experimental or theoretical studies concerning this type
of a setup. The mainstream of fluid-structure or fluid-fluid interactions are mainly within the
fluid itself such as the interaction between blades of the wind turbines or subsea
equipment/vehicles etc. Therefore, the most relevant studies for this case are turned out to be the
droplet experiments which are themselves a very delicate area of study with many controlled and
uncontrolled parameters. For instance, the first impact of an impingement for fluids is forming a
thin sheet of fluid at the structure. However, the fluid mechanism leading to the sheet is not
known [4]. From this point of view, this section only aims to give the reader a basic explanation
of the mechanics of the system with details that can be used to see the potential similarities
between the systems at previous works.
The experiments showed that the audible and/or non-audible difference in sound levels is
occurring as a result of the water hitting to the solid container on the ground. According to the
experiment, water was released from a constant height within a tube to hit a solid surface. After
that, the surface which was a container was filled with water and the solid-fluid interaction was
transformed into a fluid-fluid interaction. Meanwhile, the velocity of the water was reduced due
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to the pressure change in the initial container. Therefore, the affect of the hit was expected to
change with time as proved by the dynamic signal analysis.
Under the light of these data obtained from our experiments it is clear that the physical
explanation of the splashing has to be made. It should also be specified how the splashing
occurred. In our setup, the flow which was laminar is directed to the inner side of the container.
This can be simplified as a fluid ± structure interaction problem as the water hits a wall. For an
illustration of this phenomenon figure 5.1 can be analyzed [5].

Figure 5.1 Computer simulation of pouring water into a glass; the top row is the water particles
in blue. The gray air particles are generated where air is about to be trapped. The second row of
images shows only the air particles. [5]
As it can be seen from the figure splashing is not limited with the area of impact for the main
flow. It continues as the drops of the initial splash hit other areas such as the bottom of the glass,
the liquid on the ground and horizontal considerations. It is also known for our case that the
dynamic behavior of the system is not as effective as pouring water into a glass phenomenon but
it is still changing as the container gets filled with water. Therefore, the trapping of the air
particles do not pose a strong concern for our case. In our case, main problem is detecting the
main source of sound during the splashing and its relation with temperature of the liquid.
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Previously, we have seen at the end of pipe experiments that the first impact of the flow does not
produce the dominant sound. The sound source is the droplets falling free from the wall of the
container and hitting the ground (and water after several seconds).
According to the research made by Lei Xu; splashing occurs when a liquid drop hits a dry solid
surface at high velocity [6]. In other words, when a splashing occurs, a thin fluid sheet is emitted
very near the point where the droplet contacts the solid surface, with the sheet subsequently
breaking down into a spray of droplets [4]. As previously explained, setups of the droplet
experiments are not matching with the experiment done in this report. However, in order to have
an idea of the possibility of a difference in sound with temperature changes, equations below are
useful. According to C. Mundo, the possibility of a splash occurrence can be determined from
the energy approach instead of using dimensionless parameter such as We or numerical
simulations using Navier-Stokes equations.

Ek  E p  Es

Ek'  E p'  Es'  Ed'

(5.1)

Here,

Ek

1
U L w02S d03
12

(5.2)

Es

S d02V

(5.3)

Es'

S
4

2
d max
V (1  cos 4)

(5.4)
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Ed'

³³

V

)dVdt

(5.5)

0

In equation 5.1 left side of the equation represents the energy levels before the impact and the
right side represents energy levels after the impact. The indices k, p, s and d are kinetic,
potential, surface and dissipation respectively. In equations 5.2, 5.3, 5.4 and 5.4; the terms U L , w
, d 0 , V , ) , 4 , V are liquid density, droplet velocity, diameter of the impacting droplet, surface
tension, dissipation per unit mass of the fluid, the contact angle of liquid between gas and surface
and the volume of the fluid respectively. The criterion for splashing is,

Ed' | Ek  E p  Es

(5.6)

According to C. Mundo if equation 5.6 is the case, then splashing would not occur. For our case,
this approach could have been useful in a sense that the sound level would be proportional to the
energy level and it is seen from above equations that there is a relation between temperature and
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energy levels considering the density. However, since our case is a beam of water and the
droplets are undetectable as they occur and splash after the first impact, these equations provide
too many unknowns such as the droplet diameter and droplet velocity. Therefore, this approach
cannot be applied directly for our case.
Another approach is done by Lei Xu categorizing the splashing possibility by the characteristics
of the surface. The author basically divided the splashing into types such as ³corona´ and
³prompt´ depending on the surface types and then inspected further with experimentation for
each surface. In the end there are some constants combined with the non-dimensional constants
that defines the splashing possibility.
As referenced in the article of Lei Xu, Wu [7] and Range [8] have also made use of the non
dimensional parameters We and Re in order to identify the splashing possibility as well as many
other scientists [4]. Wu and Range studied the case when Oh<<1 where,

Oh

P

(5.7)

DVU

They come to a conclusion that if We>Wec splashing occurs. Here,

Wec

a.logb Ra

(5.8)

We

U DV02
V

(5.9)

where a and b are fitting parameters. Despite still having the diameter of droplet parameter D,
these equations also do not take into account the gas surrounding the liquid [6] as it was done in
[5].
Another approach for the droplet impingement situation is done by N. Nikolopoulos, A.
Theodorakos and G. Bergeles [9]. They investigated the impact of a single drop on a liquid film
different from above mentioned articles. However, similar LQDSSOLFDELOLW\¶V are also effective for
this case such as droplet diameter etc.
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Figure 5.2 The approach N. Nikolopoulos, A. Theodorakos and G. Bergeles used for defining the
impingement. (a) computational domain, (b) some basic global quantities concerning the crown
and lamella dimensions.[9]
Here, the concepts such as crown and lamella are developed from the research of Prof. A. M.
WRUWKLQJWRQ¶VERRN6SODVKRID'URS[10] which is a milestone for droplet research with many
LQWHUHVWLQJIRXQGLQJ¶VDQGgeometrical presentations.
Other articles concerning fluid-fluid or fluid structure interactions are mostly in the fields of
underwater acoustics or turbine technology respectively. Despite having more common
applicability concerning the acoustic side of our experiment, having 2 interfaces (waterwater/Structure) instead of 3 (water-air-water/structure) makes these studies inapplicable again.
Also, the characteristics of the liquids in these researches are seen to be turbulent which is very
laminar in our case. )RULQVWDQFHLQ-HIIUH\$1\VWXHQ¶VDUWLFOH[11] the effect of the raindrops
on the water surface is clearly explained by using their energy levels. However, the author
searched the affects under the water and this makes it impossible to apply to our case.
As it is seen, there is not any similar study with a relevant experimental study. Also, the fact that
none of the above mentioned articles are interested in the acoustics of the phenomenon shows the
complexity of this problem. After a visible progress in the physics of splashing, further verifiable
analyses can be done in acoustics of this 3 medium problem.
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6. Discussion and Conclusion
In this report audibility of the sound created by different temperature levels and its reasons have
been investigated. As the initial guess was there would be 3 main sources of sound, there had
been 3 types of experiments. During these experiments several other interesting phenomenons
have been observed concerning the dynamics of the fluid.
To begin with, from the validity perspective it is seen that the dominant cause of the sound
difference is the splashing effect. By looking at the other figures that are represented in sections
5.1 and 5.2 one can easily claim that there is not any observable or audible difference of sound
for corresponding setups. This situation is a result of several parameters. Firstly, for the internal
flow experiments, the equipment used was not sensitive enough since the frequency range of the
accelerometer was 1 Hz to 10 kHz. Also, the effect of heat is noted to be a potential reason for
clouded readings of acceleration. For instance, it is seen that the accelerometer tends to fall with
the slightest disturbance after the hot water experiments. This means that the wax used to stick
the accelerometer to the porcelain bumper loses its effectiveness after the heat transfer from the
89 oC water within the pipe for almost 2 minutes. Another thing to be mentioned is that the speed
of water is very slow to obtain different vibration signals from the metal pipe. This is because the
flow is laminar and it fills the metal pipe fully leaving no turbulent areas [12]. Therefore, the
accelerations are almost as low as the acceleration levels of the empty pipe which gives white
noise.
For the end of pipe experiment, main concern was to absorb the entire irrelevant sound
disturbances other than the sound of water at the end of the pipe and in the air. However, it is
seen that with given conditions and equipment it is almost impossible to measure the sound
levels of water at the end of pipe and in the air. Leading disturbances occur when water hits the
ground (splash sounds which have been tried to be controlled by several methods including use
of slopes and sponges etc.). Since the aim of the experiments was to observe a difference, it is
seen that external disturbances do not pose a threat to the experiments because they were kept at
the same level.
Finally, in the experiments conducted to observe the sound difference while the water hits the
ground it is seen that there is a difference in sound. This difference was both audible and
somehow detectable by the collected data. The results are valid under given conditions as
explained previously. The number of controlled parameters and the quality of the used
equipment shows us that the experimental setup was enough to capture valid indications for the
phenomenon. As a result it is seen that besides the dynamic changes due to the flow
characteristics, there may be a difference in the sound that occurs when the water hits the surface
(both solid and liquid). It is also noted that this difference is mostly audible when the
temperature difference is at its maximum. After careful investigation throughout the figures 4.3.5
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to 4.3.14, it is seen that there is a difference in the effective frequency ranges of the signals with
water at different temperatures. Also, the change of FFT and PSD figures over time are different
between different water temperatures. However, further experimentation with more complex
setups and as much controlled parameters as possible is required to be done for complete
verification.
To sum up, this report shows indications that there is possibly a difference in the sound of liquids
at different temperatures which can be simplified as intended before at 2.1. The difference occurs
at the liquid-structure and liquid-liquid impingement phases and it is most audible at the highest
temperature difference possible. Since this project is run under limited conditions and time, the
results can be considered as a start-up point for a more detailed investigation of this
phenomenon. Also, since there have been three different types of experiments, the industrial
applications of these prior experiments can be various. For example, they can be used for
medical purposes with a different choice of material of the pipe where the heart murmurs can be
investigated from a perspective of temperature differences [13] or the results of the splashing
experiments can be used for control purposes in machines working with liquid fuel or power
plants.
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8. APPENDIX
8.1 APPENDIX I
Below are the specifications of the equipments mentioned in section 3.1.1.
x

x

x
x

The microphone:
- Brand: Shure PG48
- Type: Vocal microphone
- Natural Sound (minimal "p" popping and "s" sounds. 15 - 60 cm away from the
mouth, slightly off to one side).
- Robust sound Maximum isolation from other sounds. <10 cm away from the mouth,
directly in front of microphone.
- Frequency response 70 - 15000 Hz.
- Sensitivity 2.5 mV
The Accelerometer
- Frequency range: 1 Hz to 10 kHz,
- Mounted resonance frequency: 32 kHz,
- Sensitivity: 10.34 mV/ms-2.
Data acquisition device:
- National Instruments, NI USB-9162.
Pre-amplifier:
- Input level: 0.5 mV
- Gain: 50 dB Mic mode
- Signal/noise ratio: >48 dB Mic mode
- Freq. Respose (Mic. mode): 1 dB to -3 dB 60 Hz - 20 kHz
- Output level: 150 mV RMS
- Overload margin 23 dB

8.2 APPENDIX II
Below are the Matlab code for section 4.1
clear all
close all
clc
load cold2
a2=volt(:,1)*1000/10.34;
a2=[a2;0];
z2=zeros(length(a2),1);
for i=1:T;
r2=zeros(fs,1);
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if i<=1;
r2(1:fs)=a2(i:i*fs);
else
r2(1:fs)=a2((i-1)*fs+1:i*fs);
end
mr2=mean(r2);
r2=r2-abs(mr2);
if i<=1;
z2(i:i*fs)=r2(1:fs);
else
z2((i-1)*fs+1:i*fs)=r2(1:fs);
end
end
z2(end)=[];
clear volt t fs T N
load hot1
a3=volt(:,1)*1000/10.34;
a3=[a3;0];
z3=zeros(length(a3),1);
for i=1:T;
r3=zeros(fs,1);
if i<=1;
r3(1:fs)=a3(i:i*fs);
else
r3(1:fs)=a3((i-1)*fs+1:i*fs);
end
mr3=mean(r3);
r3=r3-abs(mr3);
if i<=1;
z3(i:i*fs)=r3(1:fs);
else
z3((i-1)*fs+1:i*fs)=r3(1:fs);
end
end
z3(end)=[];
clear volt t fs T N
load hot2
a4=volt(:,1)*1000/10.34;
a4=[a4;0];
z=zeros(length(a4),1);
for i=1:T;
r4=zeros(fs,1);
if i<=1;
r4(1:fs)=a4(i:i*fs);
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else
r4(1:fs)=a4((i-1)*fs+1:i*fs);
end
mr4=mean(r4);
r4=r4-abs(mr4);
if i<=1;
z4(i:i*fs)=r4(1:fs);
else
z4((i-1)*fs+1:i*fs)=r4(1:fs);
end
end
clear volt t fs T N
load cold1
a=volt(:,1)*1000/10.34;
a=[a;0];
z=zeros(length(a),1);
for i=1:T;
r=zeros(fs,1);
if i<=1;
r(1:fs)=a(i:i*fs);
else
r(1:fs)=a((i-1)*fs+1:i*fs);
end
mr=mean(r);
r=r-abs(mr);
if i<=1;
z(i:i*fs)=r(1:fs);
else
z((i-1)*fs+1:i*fs)=r(1:fs);
end
end
z(end)=[];
t=0:T/N:T-T/N;
figure
subplot(4,1,1)
plot(t,z)
title('A')
axis([0 60 -0.1 0.1])
subplot(4,1,2)
plot(t,z2)
title('B')
ylabel('Acceleration [m/s^2]')
axis([0 60 -0.1 0.1])
subplot(4,1,3)
plot(t,z3)
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title('C')
axis([0 60 -0.1 0.1])
subplot(4,1,4)
plot(t,z4)
title('D')
xlabel('Time [sec]')
axis([0 60 -0.1 0.1])

clear all
close all
clc
load cold1
a2=volt(:,1)*1000/10.34;
a2=[a2;0];
z2=zeros(length(a2),1);
for i=1:T;
r2=zeros(fs,1);
if i<=1;
r2(1:fs)=a2(i:i*fs);
else
r2(1:fs)=a2((i-1)*fs+1:i*fs);
end
mr2=mean(r2);
r2=r2-abs(mr2);
if i<=1;
z2(i:i*fs)=r2(1:fs);
else
z2((i-1)*fs+1:i*fs)=r2(1:fs);
end
end
z2(end)=[];
[Pa2,A2]=psd(z2,16384,fs,flattopwin(16384));
clear volt t fs T N
load hot2
a3=volt(:,1)*1000/10.34;
a3=[a3;0];
z3=zeros(length(a3),1);
for i=1:T;
r3=zeros(fs,1);
if i<=1;
r3(1:fs)=a3(i:i*fs);
else
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r3(1:fs)=a3((i-1)*fs+1:i*fs);
end
mr3=mean(r3);
r3=r3-abs(mr3);
if i<=1;
z3(i:i*fs)=r3(1:fs);
else
z3((i-1)*fs+1:i*fs)=r3(1:fs);
end
end
z3(end)=[];
[Pa3,A3]=psd(z3,16384,fs,flattopwin(16384));
figure
subplot(2,1,1)
plot(A2,10*log10(Pa2))
title('PSD of A')
xlabel('Frequency [Hz]')
ylabel('Magnitude [dB]')
axis([0 16000 -50 0])
subplot(2,1,2)
plot(A3,10*log10(Pa3))
title('PSD of D')
xlabel('Frequency [Hz]')
ylabel('Magnitude [dB]')
axis([0 16000 -50 0])

8.3 APPENDIX III
Below are the Matlab code for section 4.2
clear all
close all
clc
load cold1
a2=volt(:,1)*1000/2.5;
a2=[a2;0];
z2=zeros(length(a2),1);
for i=1:T;
r2=zeros(fs,1);
if i<=1;
r2(1:fs)=a2(i:i*fs);
else
r2(1:fs)=a2((i-1)*fs+1:i*fs);
end
mr2=mean(r2);
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r2=r2-abs(mr2);
if i<=1;
z2(i:i*fs)=r2(1:fs);
else
z2((i-1)*fs+1:i*fs)=r2(1:fs);
end
end
z2(end)=[];
clear volt volt2 t fs T N
load hot1
a3=volt(:,1)*1000/2.5;
a3=[a3;0];
z3=zeros(length(a3),1);
for i=1:T;
r3=zeros(fs,1);
if i<=1;
r3(1:fs)=a3(i:i*fs);
else
r3(1:fs)=a3((i-1)*fs+1:i*fs);
end
mr3=mean(r3);
r3=r3-abs(mr3);
if i<=1;
z3(i:i*fs)=r3(1:fs);
else
z3((i-1)*fs+1:i*fs)=r3(1:fs);
end
end
z3(end)=[];
clear volt t fs
t=0:T/N:T-T/N;
figure
subplot(2,1,1)
plot(t,z2)
title('P')
xlabel('Time [sec]')
ylabel('Voltage')
axis([0 20 -10 10])

subplot(2,1,2)
plot(t,z3)
title('Q')
xlabel('Time [sec]')
ylabel('Voltage')
axis([0 20 -10 10])
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figure
subplot(2,1,1)
plot(t,z2)
title('P')
xlabel('Time [sec]')
ylabel('Voltage')
axis([0 20 -50 50])

subplot(2,1,2)
plot(t,z3)
title('Q')
xlabel('Time [sec]')
ylabel('Voltage')
axis([0 20 -50 50])

clear all
close all
clc
load empty1
a2=volt(:,1)*1000/2.5;
a2=[a2;0];
z2=zeros(length(a2),1);
for i=1:T;
r2=zeros(fs,1);
if i<=1;
r2(1:fs)=a2(i:i*fs);
else
r2(1:fs)=a2((i-1)*fs+1:i*fs);
end
mr2=mean(r2);
r2=r2-abs(mr2);
if i<=1;
z2(i:i*fs)=r2(1:fs);
else
z2((i-1)*fs+1:i*fs)=r2(1:fs);
end
end
z2(end)=[];
clear volt t
t=0:T/N:T-T/N;
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[Pa2,A2]=psd(z2,16384,fs,flattopwin(16384));
figure
plot(t,z2)
title('Empty Pipe Voltage Signal')
xlabel('Time [sec]')
ylabel('Voltage')
axis([0 20 -10 10])

figure
plot(A2,10*log10(Pa2))
title('PSD of Empty Pipe Voltage Signal')
xlabel('Frequency [Hz]')
ylabel('Magnitude [dB]')
axis([0 16000 -50 50])

8.4 APPENDIX IV
Below are the Matlab code for section 4.3
clear all
close all
clc
load coldmetal
a=volt(:,1)*1000/2.5;
clear volt t fs T N
load lesswarmmetal
a2=volt(:,1)*1000/2.5;
clear volt t fs T N
load warmmetal
a3=volt(:,1)*1000/2.5;
clear volt t fs T N
load hotmetal2
a4=volt(:,1)*1000/2.5;
clear volt t fs T N
load empty
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a5=volt(:,1)*1000/2.5;
t=0:T/N:T-T/N;
figure
subplot(5,1,1)
plot(t,a)
title('A')
axis([0 20 -200 200])
subplot(5,1,2)
plot(t,a2)
title('B')
axis([0 20 -200 200])
subplot(5,1,3)
plot(t,a3)
title('C')
ylabel('Voltage')
axis([0 20 -200 200])
subplot(5,1,4)
plot(t,a4)
title('D')
axis([0 20 -200 200])
subplot(5,1,5)
plot(t,a5)
title('E')
xlabel('Time [sec]')
axis([0 20 -200 200])

clear all
close all
clc
load lesswarmmetal
a2=volt(:,1)*1000/2.5;
a2=[a2;0];
z2=zeros(length(a2),1);
for i=1:T;
r2=zeros(fs,1);
if i<=1;
r2(1:fs)=a2(i:i*fs);
else
r2(1:fs)=a2((i-1)*fs+1:i*fs);
end
mr2=mean(r2);
r2=r2-abs(mr2);
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if i<=1;
z2(i:i*fs)=r2(1:fs);
else
z2((i-1)*fs+1:i*fs)=r2(1:fs);
end
end
z2(end)=[];
[Pa2,A2]=psd(z2,16384,fs,flattopwin(16384));
clear volt t fs T N
load warmmetal
a3=volt(:,1)*1000/2.5;
a3=[a3;0];
z3=zeros(length(a3),1);
for i=1:T;
r3=zeros(fs,1);
if i<=1;
r3(1:fs)=a3(i:i*fs);
else
r3(1:fs)=a3((i-1)*fs+1:i*fs);
end
mr3=mean(r3);
r3=r3-abs(mr3);
if i<=1;
z3(i:i*fs)=r3(1:fs);
else
z3((i-1)*fs+1:i*fs)=r3(1:fs);
end
end
z3(end)=[];
[Pa3,A3]=psd(z3,16384,fs,flattopwin(16384));
clear volt t fs T N
load hotmetal2
a4=volt(:,1)*1000/2.5;
a4=[a4;0];
z4=zeros(length(a4),1);
for i=1:T;
r4=zeros(fs,1);
if i<=1;
r4(1:fs)=a4(i:i*fs);
else
r4(1:fs)=a4((i-1)*fs+1:i*fs);
end
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mr4=mean(r4);
r4=r4-abs(mr4);
if i<=1;
z4(i:i*fs)=r4(1:fs);
else
z4((i-1)*fs+1:i*fs)=r4(1:fs);
end
end
[Pa4,A4]=psd(z4,16384,fs,flattopwin(16384));
clear volt t fs T N
load coldmetal
a=volt(:,1)*1000/2.5;
a=[a;0];
z=zeros(length(a),1);
for i=1:T;
r=zeros(fs,1);
if i<=1;
r(1:fs)=a(i:i*fs);
else
r(1:fs)=a((i-1)*fs+1:i*fs);
end
mr=mean(r);
r=r-abs(mr);
if i<=1;
z(i:i*fs)=r(1:fs);
else
z((i-1)*fs+1:i*fs)=r(1:fs);
end
end
z(end)=[];
[Pa,A]=psd(z,16384,fs,flattopwin(16384));
clear volt t fs T N
load empty
a5=volt(:,1)*1000/2.5;
a5=[a5;0];
z5=zeros(length(a5),1);
for i=1:T;
r5=zeros(fs,1);
if i<=1;
r5(1:fs)=a5(i:i*fs);
else
r5(1:fs)=a5((i-1)*fs+1:i*fs);
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end
mr5=mean(r5);
r5=r5-abs(mr5);
if i<=1;
z5(i:i*fs)=r5(1:fs);
else
z5((i-1)*fs+1:i*fs)=r5(1:fs);
end
end
z5(end)=[];
[Pa5,A5]=psd(z5,16384,fs,flattopwin(16384));

t=0:T/N:T-T/N;
figure
subplot(5,1,1)
plot(A,10*log10(Pa))
title('PSD of A')
axis([0 16000 -50 50])
subplot(5,1,2)
plot(A2,10*log10(Pa2))
title('PSD of B')
axis([0 16000 -50 50])
subplot(5,1,3)
plot(A3,10*log10(Pa3))
title('PSD of C')
ylabel('Magnitude [dB]')
axis([0 16000 -50 50])
subplot(5,1,4)
plot(A4,10*log10(Pa4))
title('PSD of D')
axis([0 16000 -50 50])
subplot(5,1,5)
plot(A4,10*log10(Pa4))
title('PSD of E')
xlabel('Frequency [Hz]')
axis([0 16000 -50 50])

clear all;
close all;
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clc;
load hotmetal2;
a=volt(:,1)*1000/2.5;
[Pa,A]=psd(a,16384,fs,flattopwin(16384));
te=0:T/8193:T-T/8193;
plot3(te,10*log10(Pa),A)
grid on
title('3D plot of PSD')
xlabel('Time [sec]')
ylabel('Magnitude [dB]')
zlabel('Frequency [Hz]')
axis([0 20 -20 60 0 20000])

clear all
close all
clc
load coldmetal
a=volt(:,1)*1000/2.5;
r1=a(1:fs);
ft1=fft(r1);
r2=a(9*fs+1:10*fs);
ft2=fft(r2);
r3=a(17*fs+1:18*fs);
ft3=fft(r3);

df=fs/length(r1);
f=0:df:length(ft1)*df-df;
figure
subplot(3,1,1)
plot(f,ft1)
title('Analysis of A in frequency domain for the 1st, 9th and 17th seconds
respectively')
axis([0 16000 -1*10^5 1*10^5])
subplot(3,1,2)
plot(f,ft2)
ylabel('Voltage Level')
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axis([0 16000 -1*10^5 1*10^5])
subplot(3,1,3)
plot(f,ft3)
xlabel('Frequency [Hz]')
axis([0 16000 -1*10^5 1*10^5])

clear all
close all
clc
load hotmetal2;
a=volt(:,1)*1000/2.5;
z=zeros(fs,21);
PA=zeros(8193,21);
AA=zeros(8193,21);
t=0:20;
for i=1:20;
if i<=1;
z(1:fs)=a(i:i*fs);
else
z(1:fs,i)=a((i-1)*fs+1:i*fs);
end
[Pa,A]=psd(z(:,i),16384,fs,flattopwin(16384));
PA(:,i)=Pa;
AA(:,i)=A;
end

figure
for i=1:5
subplot(5,1,i)
plot(AA(:,i),10*log10(PA(:,i)))
if i<=1
title('PSD per second for the water at 89C -First 5 sec-')
end
if i==3;
ylabel('Magnitude [dB]')
end
axis([0 16000 -50 50])
end
xlabel('Frequency [Hz]')
figure
for i=1:5
subplot(5,1,i)
plot(AA(:,i+5),10*log10(PA(:,i+5)))
if i<=1
title('PSD per second for the water at 89C -5-10 sec-')
end
if i==3;
ylabel('Magnitude [dB]')
end
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axis([0 16000 -50 50])
end
xlabel('Frequency [Hz]')
figure
for i=1:5
subplot(5,1,i)
plot(AA(:,i+10),10*log10(PA(:,i+10)))
if i<=1
title('PSD per second for the water at 89C -10-15 sec-')
end
if i==3;
ylabel('Magnitude [dB]')
end
axis([0 16000 -50 50])
end
xlabel('Frequency [Hz]')

figure
for i=1:5
subplot(5,1,i)
plot(AA(:,i+15),10*log10(PA(:,i+15)))
if i<=1
title('PSD per second for the water at 89C -Last 5 sec-')
end
if i==3;
ylabel('Magnitude [dB]')
end
axis([0 16000 -50 50])
end
xlabel('Frequency [Hz]')

clear all
close all
clc
load coldmetal
a=volt(:,1)*1000/2.5;
rms1=sqrt(mean(a.^2));
clear volt t fs T N
load lesswarmmetal
a2=volt(:,1)*1000/2.5;
rms2=sqrt(mean(a2.^2));
clear volt t fs T N
load warmmetal
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a3=volt(:,1)*1000/2.5;
rms3=sqrt(mean(a3.^2));
clear volt t fs T N
load hotmetal2
a4=volt(:,1)*1000/2.5;
rms4=sqrt(mean(a4.^2));
Temp=[16 41 52 89];
RMSS=[rms1 rms2 rms3 rms4];
figure
plot(Temp,RMSS);
title('RMS values of the time signals vs. Temperature')
xlabel('Temperature [C]')
ylabel('RMS')
axis([16 89 rms1 rms4])

x

In some cases the codes are used twice only with the change of data file.
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